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Abstract. The aim of the study is to analyse and visualize the accuracy of two parallel manipulators. The kinematics 

are calculated using vectors and the Newton method. The accuracy is calculated based on the actuator errors, 

visualization is done with color shading. Calculations was done using MATLAB 

Introduction 

Parallel manipulators are getting used more and more in industry and medical applications [1], [2]. 

This study analyses the theoretical accuracy for two types of parallel manipulators. The calculations 

are done in MATLAB, based on previous work from the authors [3] about the kinematic calculations 

and workspaces of these types of Stewart platforms. The aim of the research is to develop a Stewart 

Platform for using it in a patient position device, or for using it as a payload stabilizing device in UAV 

and UGV [4], [5] applications. Stabilization in both cases could be done by kinematic calculations, or 

with fuzzy logic [6], [7].  If the platform is mounted on a vehicle it is important to know the dynamic 

parameters of the vehicle [8], [9]. 

1. Analysed types of Stewart platforms and paremeters used 

The most common of parallel manipulators is the Stewart platform, which has six electronic actuators 

[10] connected parallel from a base to a moving platform. It has six degrees of freedom. There is also 

the rotary type of Stewart platform, where the connection lengths are fixed between the base and the 

platform, but the attachment points can be moved along the perimeter of the base. 
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Figure 1. Commercially available versions: General type (left) [11], and rotary type (right) [12]. 

 

Name Type Name Type 

XYZ cord. sys Base coordinate system P1-P6 Joint coordinates at the platform in 

X’Y’Z’ 

X’Y’Z’ cord. sys. Platform coordinate system l1-l6 vectors of the actuators 

O’  End effector position |L1|  length of the actuator 

B1-B6 Joint coordinates at the 

base 

BM1-BM6 joint coordinates at the base after 

movement ( only for the rotary 

type) 

Table 1. Parameters used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Parameters in schematic view, rotary parameters are shown in grey. 
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2. Kinematic calculations 

There are two types of kinematic problems. The first one is when the end effector position is unknown, 

but the actuator variables are known, that is the forward kinematics problem. In this case there are 

multiple possible variations for the end effector position, because of the parallel kinematics of the 

robot. Analytical solution is not possible, but with the Newton method the problem is solvable. The 

downside is that this is an iterative method which requires more resources for the computation. It 

uses the Jacobian matrix of the robot. If the iterative method fails to find a root there is a possibility 

that the desired position is a singular position. It also fails if the desired position is outside of the 

workspace determined by the range of the linear actuators. 

 Input: Actuator variables  

 Output: [X,Y,Z,Pitch, Yaw, Roll] – End effector coordinates 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Flowchart of the forward kinematics calculation. 

The second type of kinematic problem is when the desired position is known, but the required 

actuator length or position is unknown. Analytical solution is available, and it is very simple. The 

calculation is very fast and efficient because of this. The inverse and forward kinematics are always 

calculated in pairs to cross-validate the outputs, as shown in the flowcharts. 

 Input: [X,Y,Z,Pitch, Yaw, Roll] – desired end effector coordinates 

 Output: Actuator variables 
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the Inverse kinematics calculation. 

3. Accuracy analysis 

The calculations started with obtaining scatters of points in a fixed height of the workspace, essentially 

it is a slice of the workspace. The points were evenly distributed with 1 [mm] distance between them. 

That distance was chosen because it already resulted in around ten thousand pairs of points, which 

was adequate for the task. These values were used to calculate the required actuator lengths and 

positions, which are required for the position accuracy analysis.  
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Figure 5. Points in a fixed height of the workspace. 

The accuracy analysis assumes that only one actuator has an error between the required and actual 

position, but that error is the maximum specified value for the actuator. The control value was 

calculated without any added errors. The error was then added to one of the actuators, forward 

kinematic calculation was done, saved, and the next actuator got the error value added. When every 

calculation was done with positive error values the same calculation was done, but with the error 

value subtracted from the actuator position. This resulted in 144 positions in various distances from 

the control point. Every points distance was calculated from the control position, and the highest value 

was saved. That value is the worst-case scenario for that position. A more detailed analysis could be 

made assuming that more than one actuator has errors, which is more likely in practice, but the time 

required for the MATLAB code to run the analysis already reached more than 8 hours for these set of 

calculations. 

The results of the calculations were instructive. The general type Stewart platform maximum 

positional error for 0.05 [mm] actuator error was 0.045 [mm]. The rotary type maximum positional 

error for 0.18 [mm] actuator error was 0.15 [mm]. 

4. Visualization 

The visualisation for the results was also done in MATLAB. The accuracy analysis script’s output was 

the same as the points scatter script output, but with one extra value added for each row of points – 

the highest error. To be able to get a visual reference for the points not included in the analysed points 

shading was needed. This was done by making a mesh from the obtained points using 2-D Delaunay 
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triangulation, which ensures that the circumcircle associated with each triangle contains no other 

point in its interior. With that mesh the authors were able get an approximation for the accuracy of 

every point inside the examined slice of the workspace, which was at zero height. The dispersion of the 

error is as expected, very low in the centre of the workspace, and gradually increases towards the end 

of the workspace. The general type shows a large area with high error, which needs further 

investigation. 

 

Figure 6. General type error visualization. 

 

Figure 7. Rotary type error visualization. 
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5. Conlusion 

Conclusion of this paper is that these two types of parallel manipulators respond well to actuator 

errors. Actual position errors are expected to be always less than that of the actuators, very small in 

the middle, with the big errors only present near the edge of the workspace. The unexpected error 

zone on the general type is planned to be investigated with singularity analysis. 
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